
Policy and 
regulations 
service
Cornwall Insight’s ‘Policy and 
regulations service’ is designed to 
help generators, suppliers, investors, 
large energy users and other players 
with interests in the Irish electricity 
and gas markets to stay up-to-date 
with open consultations in related 
policies and regulations.

The ‘Policy and regulations service’  
helps your business keep track of all 
open consultations and understand the 
relevance; enabling you to navigate, 
understand and form a fitting response 
to help bring about any policy and 
regulatory change.

KEY COMPONENTS THE SERVICE

Policy and regulations: Headlines

Our ‘Policy and regulations service’ provides a list of new 
and open consultations that are about to close, and if they 
require immediate action. Our experts will also provide 
comment on consultations that have recently closed, and 
their outcomes where possible. 

Open consultations

The service provides details of current open consultations, 
including a consumer impact key categorised by the 
segments of the energy sector, the sponsor of the open 
consultation, the background and proposal for the 
open consultation, and an impact analysis of closed 
consultations.

Code modifications 

We also provide details of any current code modification, 
proposals, a summary of meeting minutes, impact key 
and an analysis of the code modification. In addition, we 
provide meeting minutes of the Modifications Committee 
and the Capacity Modifications Working Groups, who 
discuss the progress of modification proposals.

Upcoming consultations

Where possible, our experts will provide comment on 
upcoming consultations so your business can keep abreast 
of the possible impacts.

Meetings and workshop

As part of the service, our experts regularly attend major 
energy industry events and hold memberships for key 
industry bodies such as IWEA, ISEA and Energy Storage 
Ireland. This allows us to feed direct insights into reports 
included in this service.

The ‘Policy and regulations service’ has been designed 
to help your business keep track of open consultations, 
and to understand the degree and nature of impact of 
the consultations. The service focuses on guiding your 
attention towards the pertinent responses that may be 
required towards the open consultation. 

Timely

Customers will receive fortnightly reports with up-to-date 
information regarding open and recently closed policy 
and regulatory consultations code modifications, and 
their impact analysis.

Relevant and bespoke alerts

Customers who are deemed a high impact group will be 
sent a direct tailored alert to bring immediate attention 
to the consultation. Additionally, a bespoke alert system 
can be set up and tailored to the needs of every 
customer subscribed to our service.

Easily comprehensible and navigable 

The report is a comprehensive register of all current 
policy and regulatory consultations. However, it is the 
impact key included that enables our customers to 
navigate, understand and form a fitting response to bring 
about policy and regulatory change.
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Contact

Benefits
The ‘Policy and regulations service’ provides a complete list of open policy and regulatory consultations and their impact on 
various customer groups. 

 

 

 

Activity it supports Benefits Who uses it

Updates on open 
policy and regulatory 
consultations

 - A comprehensive single touch point to keep abreast of 
all possible policy and regulatory changes.

 - Suppliers
 - Generators
 - Large energy users
 - Consumers
 - System operator

Guides responses to 
open consultations

 - Customers are provided an impact key that directs 
attention to open consultations, the outcome of which 
may affect the consumer and makes suggestions 
regarding response.

 - Suppliers
 - Generators
 - Large energy users 
 - Consumers
 - System operator

Interprets possible 
impacts of questions 
raised by open 
consultations

 - We provide an analysis of the key issues raised in the 
open consultations and our impact analysis helps direct 
the possible responses.

 - Suppliers
 - Generators
 - Large energy users 
 - Consumers
 - System operator


